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not sure what alternative would
better suit my patients. 

Erik Roskes, M.D.
Dartmouth College ’86

Sykesville, Md.

We, too, regret that a psychiatric
perspective was not included in our
feature on health-care reform. We
invited two psychiatrists to respond
to our questions, and one accepted
the invitation but wasn’t able to re-
spond, even after a couple of re-
minders—and by that point it was
too late to extend another invita-
tion. We appreciate Roskes’s will-
ingness to help fill the gap.

Sometimes we enlighten
My one obsession in life is the
newspaper; I read three a day.
When my copy of Dartmouth
Medicine arrives, however, all
other reading and work stop.
Your magazine takes over my day
until I have read the issue from
cover to cover. 
I am not in the medical field

but was introduced to your pub-
lication during my two major
surgeries at DHMC. It is a won-
derful, well-written, informative
piece of journalism, even for
those of us who don’t understand
all the technical terms. Your re-
cent feature on health reform
was especially enlightening. 
Kudos to the magazine staff,

and thanks to DHMC for my
continued good health. Keep up
the great work. 

Al Hynes
Nashua, N.H.

And sometimes we ear . . . er, err
I believe that Radford Tanzer [a
longtime DMS faculty member,
who was mentioned in a Sum-
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Regrettable omission
I write concerning “The Road to
Reform” in your Summer 2009
issue (see dartmed.dartmouth.edu/su09/
f02). I read the opinions of all
your experts and found, to my
surprise, no psychiatrists or oth-
er mental-health providers. This
cannot be for the lack of avail-
able experts connected to Dart-
mouth—several of whom I know
personally.
In the absence of a psychi-

atric perspective in your article,
here are my thoughts on the
question you posed about the
biggest problems with the cur-
rent U.S. health-care system:
From my perspective—as a

public-sector psychiatrist work-
ing with people who are in-
volved in the criminal justice
system—the biggest problems
are (1) lack of parity for mental-
health benefits; (2) bizarre, silo-
funding schemes for mental ill-
ness, addiction, medical illness,
and developmental disabilities;
and (3) the huge number of
uninsured patients. 
On the first problem, we have

had some positive movement in
recent years. But it is a shameful

thing that people with serious
mental illnesses must lose any
private benefits in favor of Med-
icaid in order to be eligible for
the gamut of psychiatric and re-
habilitative services that they of-
ten need.
On the second problem,

there hasn’t been as much move-
ment—at least not in my state.
The vast majority of the patients
I see have mental illness and co-
morbid addictions. Nearly all of
them have chronic medical ill-
nesses as well. And a plurality
have developmental disabilities
or early head traumas. In my
state, each of these four areas are
covered differently, and it can be
exceedingly difficult for pro -

viders in one program (such as a
mental-health program) to work
effectively and collaboratively
with providers in another pro-
gram (such as a primary-care
clinic). Thus, often, something
falls through the cracks. 
On the third problem, what

more is there to say?  
Is it any wonder that there are

an estimated 800,000 people
with mental illness in the crimi-
nal justice system? Or that peo-
ple with mental illnesses die 25
years earlier than their non-
mentally ill peers?
While I do not have much

faith that the federal govern-
ment can effectively manage a
single-payer health plan, I am

W e’re always glad to hear from
read ers—whether it’s some-

one weighing in about an article
in a past issue or someone ask-
ing to be on our mailing list for fu-
ture issues. We are happy to send Dart-
mouth Medicine—on a complimentary ba-
sis, to addresses in the U.S.—to anyone interested in
the subjects we cover. Both subscription requests and letters to
the editor may be sent to: Editor, Dartmouth Medicine, 1 Med-
ical Center Drive (HB 7070), Lebanon, NH 03756 or DartMed@
Dartmouth.edu. Letters for publication may be edited for clarity,
length, or the appropriateness of the subject matter.

W e love the fact that our
readers care about the fine
points (we do, too!) and

let us know when an occasional er-
ror slips through our fact-checking
process. Recently, one reader point-
ed out that a significant specialty
wasn’t represented in our feature on
health reform (while that wasn’t an
actual error, we agree that it was a
regrettable omission), and another
reader noted that we were in error
about the specialty practiced by a
late member of the faculty. 

The Road to
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Fisher is the director of the Center for Population Health
and Policy at the Dartmouth Institute for Health Poli-
cy and Clinical Practice, as well as the primary inves-
tigator for the Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care. A
professor of medicine and of community and family
medicine at DMS, he joined the Dartmouth faculty in
1987. He holds an M.D. from Harvard and an M.P.H.
from the University of Washington and was elected a
member of the prestigious Institute of Medicine in 2006.

T he United States now has perhaps the best
opportunity in a generation to achieve both

universal health coverage and badly needed reform
of the health-care delivery system. 
But we could also fail. Expanding coverage for

the uninsured could be viewed as too expensive, es-
pecially in light of the current financial crisis and
the rapidly increasing federal budget deficit. And
any effort to reduce spending could be viewed ei-
ther as a threat to the incomes of those who make
up the current system, or as denying Americans
their right to choose any treatment they want
whenever they want it. 
But these arguments reveal a persistent (and per-

haps intentional) failure to recognize what has been
learned from 30 years of research—a whole field of
research inspired by Dr. Jack Wennberg’s willing-
ness in the 1970s to ask why rates of elective surgery
varied by a factor of 10 across similar communities
in Vermont. Since then, Dartmouth has led the way
in establishing the fact that per-capita health-care
spending—after adjusting for differences in price,
demographic characteristics, and illness severity—
varies by a factor of three across the U.S. 
We have learned that differences in rates of elec-

tive “preference-sensitive” procedures, such as back
surgery or screening for prostate cancer, are a con-
sequence of a lack of evidence about the risks and
benefits of these procedures and of our collective
failure to help patients make truly informed deci-
sions aligned with their own values and preferences.
The remedy is straightforward: better evidence and
support for informed patient choice. Ironically, con-
servatives are arguing that comparative effective-
ness research is a threat to patients’ freedom of
choice—an Orwellian attempt to mislead the pub-

lic. Even supporters of comparative effectiveness
research reinforce the public’s concern by empha-
sizing its potential to save money, when its major
benefit lies in distinguishing (based on scientific
evidence, not anecdote or opinion) treatments that
are effective from those that are not.
The money lies elsewhere. In 2005, per-capita

Medicare spending was $14,360 in Miami but
$7,008 in Tallahassee, Fla.; $12,119 in Manhattan
but $6,556 in Rochester, N.Y. These differences in
spending are not due to differences in the incidence
of illness, the characteristics of the cities’ popula-
tions, or other such factors. In fact, the higher
spending—and much of the nation’s growth in
health-care spending—is due to the provision of
unneeded and sometimes harmful “supply-sensi-
tive” care. Such care includes discretionary hospi-
talizations that could have been avoided with bet-
ter primary care; frivolous specialist consults; and
overuse of diagnostic tests. 
But is that so bad? Isn’t it “better to be safe” (i.e.,

get available care) “than sorry” (not get it), as many
people claim? On the contrary, unnecessary care
can be harmful. Any treatment has risks, albeit
sometimes minor, and hospitals are dangerous
places to be, especially if you don’t need to be there.
In addition, the more physicians involved in a giv-
en patient’s care, the harder it is to sort out who is
responsible for the big picture; too many cooks can
definitely spoil the broth. In fact, 10 years of Dart-
mouth research has shown that lower-spending re-
gions of the U.S. achieve equal or better health out-
comes than higher-spending regions. 

W hich brings us back to the current opportu-
nity. Stepping beyond evidence toward ad-

vocacy, I would suggest that there are three under-
lying causes of rising costs and uneven quality: 

� A delivery system so fragmented that most
providers are willing to be accountable only for the
care they can fully control themselves.

�The assumption that more medical care means
better medical care. 

� A payment system that rewards both growth
and unnecessary care. 
If these diagnoses are correct, the remedies lie in

the following steps:
� The development of organizations that are

held accountable for the overall costs and quality of
care; these can be real or virtual integrated delivery
systems.

� An investment in better information—about
the risks and benefits of specific procedures, and
also about the performance of the delivery system.

� Reform of the payment system so it rewards

Illustration by Bert Dodson

With U.S. health-care costs at

$2.4 trillion and rising, there

is unprecedented urgency to

the national debate about

reforming the system.

Previous efforts to fix the

country’s current model have

foundered on its complexity,

but this time what’s widely

referred to as “the

Dartmouth research” may

make a difference. Here are

perspectives first from a

current leader of that

research, and then from a

slate of alumni—clinicians 

in various specialties from 

all across the country.

For                       audio interviews about
health-care reform with random passersby
in two local towns, as well as links to some
of “the Dartmouth research” mentioned
here and recent media coverage of it, see
dartmed.dartmouth.edu/su09/we02.

Reform

Can we get there from here?

By Dr. Elliott Fisher

continued on page 58

WEB EXTRA

This feature on reform drew kudos from one reader, but a chiding from another.  
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mer 2009 feature on aging titled
“Hardy Stock”—see dartmed. dart-
mouth.edu/su09/f01] was an eminent
plastic surgeon—not an ear,
nose, and throat surgeon, as stat-
ed in the article. But I think it
can certainly be said that his
most outstanding accomplish-
ment was an uncanny ability to
reconstruct the external ear.

James W. Wiggin, M.D.
DC ’55, DMS ’56

Sarasota, Fla.

Wiggin is correct. The late Radford
Tanzer was indeed a plastic sur-
geon, and he achieved internation-
al renown as the “Father of Ear
Surgery.” Dare we say that our ears
are red regarding the error? 

The hard work of aging well 
Thank you very much for the
thoughtful description of my fa-
ther in “Hardy Stock” in the
Summer issue of Dartmouth
Medicine. The article and the
photographs were lovely, and we
all enjoyed getting to know
writer Jennifer Durgin and pho-
tographer Jon Gilbert Fox.
I think we can learn much

from people like my father and
Sheila Tanzer, who was also fea-
tured in the article. One has only
to look at their faces to see the
beauty that can come with age
and a life well lived. I think it is
sad and troubling that our soci-
ety prizes youthfulness over age
and that many of us seek to erase
the signs of our years from our
faces and bodies. Age should be
a badge of pride—not of shame
or embarrassment.
I have tremendous respect for

my father’s efforts to face himself
and the issues and sorrows he has

carried from childhood. We all
carry such burdens, but we may
not be willing to face them. He
has changed more in the three
years since my mother’s death
than he has over the past 50
years, and I know that the work
that he is doing now will help
him be free when his time here is
done. It seems to me that what-
ever we do not face, we carry
with us, and it lies with us,
squeezing us in our deathbeds.
Better to turn and look now.
The article could not possibly

take in the full scope of my fa-
ther’s daily life, of course, and
the depth and range of his sup-
ports was not evident. He is
blessed with a son-in-law who is
as generous and kind to him as a
son to a father. My brother and
sister-in-law lovingly keep in
close touch. And our neighbors
are dear friends. He usually goes
out to dinner twice a week—
once to each of the two families
whose lands border ours. If it
takes a village to raise a child, it
might also be said that it takes a
village and a family to make it
possible for a 93-year-old man to
stay on a farm he loves.
Access to health care, shelter,

work, and food are issues of jus-

tice and right, and our country is
failing its own people, but it is
also true that we can easily be-
come confused. We all need
“enough.” What is “enough”?
My father’s life teaches me to re-
member that ultimately safety
and security do not lie in an
abundance of money or things.
When all is as it should be, we
can make a safety net for one an-
other through our bonds of love
and caring.
The people of our Quaker

Meeting, the wonderful neigh-
bors up and down our road, our
friends, and all of our relatives
have my gratitude for the rich-
ness they have made possible for
my father and for us. And my fa-
ther has my deepest respect for
his spirit and courage. In hard
times, I hope that I will always
remember his example. When
we prune our Christmas trees, he
never wants to give up on a
seedling or a tree—no matter
how twisted or damaged. “Let
nature take over,” he’ll say. “You
can never tell what might hap-
pen. Let it grow.”
Thank you again for sharing

our story with your readers.
Kesaya E. Noda
Meriden, N.H.

A well-seasoned mixture
I’m a Dartmouth College alum,
but I discovered Dartmouth
Medicine via a news release
from Lafayette College, which is
near me. The release noted that
your Art of Medicine section
had featured a work by Chiquita
De Sousa, a Lafayette graduate
and a current Dartmouth Med-
ical School student.
I’m not a physician, nor am I

directly involved in health care.
Being a curious type, though, I
explored a couple of back articles
in your magazine—such as “Op-
portunity Knocking,” “Study
identifies patterns in abuse,” “On
the Other Hand,” “Avoiding the
Shoals . . . ,” and “The Road to
Reform”—all of which I enjoyed
very much.

Dartmouth Medicine is a
fascinating collage—science sea-
soned with policy, opinion, and
even art—a mixture that makes
it exceptional. I think some of
your articles may also be useful
in my role as internship coordi-
nator for the Alliance for Sus-
tainable Communities in this
area. Medicine and health care
are not our primary focus, but we
have a strong interest in com-
munity health, and there are cer-
tainly some students here who
share that interest. I also thank
you for making much of your
content available in easy-to-use
(and share) PDF files.
It was a pleasant surprise to

learn of this excellent Dart-
mouth publication—even if I did
learn about it in news of a
Lafayette grad!

Peter Crownfield
Dartmouth College ’66

Bethlehem, Pa.
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Jennifer Durgin is Dartmouth Medicine’s associate editor.

A resilient spirit

I t’s a matter of what one sees,” explains Lafayette
Noda as he prunes his blueberry bushes. “[I] just

try to take advantage of the . . . growth of the plant,
try to anticipate what the plant may do in the fu-
ture, try to help that along.” 
Working with 93-year-old Noda are his daugh-

ter, Kesaya (pronounced “KES-sa”); her husband,
Christopher; and Lafayette’s 86-year-old brother,
Grant, who is visiting from California. Pruning the
1,600 blueberry bushes adjacent to the Noda farm-
house takes many hands and several weekends of
work every spring.
“Blueberries, with care, will produce indefinite-

ly,” Lafayette says. Two blueberry bushes near the
house were full-grown when he and his wife moved
there in 1957, and they’re still producing. Kesaya
claims those berries are the tastiest. “They’re old,
native [bushes],” Lafayette explains. “They’re still
vigorous. One might guess that they are approach-
ing 100 years.”
The parallels between the aging of his blueber-

ry bushes and his own aging are not lost on Noda,
a professor emeritus of biochemistry at DMS.
“There is something about pruning and aging,
huh?” he says with a smile. “Kind of a philosophi-
cal aspect, huh?”
But when one tries to probe deeper into what

Noda thinks about aging, or about being 93, he
doesn’t get a lot more profound, at least in words.
“I don’t think 93, a 93rd birthday, means anything,”
he says. “It’s just another day, another month, an-
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Aging well is often cast 

in physical terms—as 

an absence of disease 

or disability. But the

psychological aspects 

of aging can be just as

important. These two

profiles reveal that even 

a tough row can be well

hoed. That’s a message that

Dartmouth’s one-year-old

Centers for Health and

Aging is helping to spread.

Story by Jennifer Durgin 

Lafayette Noda grew up on a grape farm in California, was sent to a Japanese American internment camp during World War II, taught biochemistry for 25
years at Dartmouth Medical School, and retired in 1982. Now, at age 93, he still actively farms acres and acres of blueberry bushes and Christmas trees.

Photographs by Jon Gilbert Fox

other year. . . . I just don’t think of it as being so dif-
ferent and exceptional. It comes along one day at a
time.” He pauses and chuckles. 
But statistically speaking, being 93 is exception-

al. Life expectancy for males born today in the U.S.
is about 75 years. When Noda was born in 1916, life
expectancy for U.S. males was about 50. But it’s not
simply the number of years that makes Lafayette
Noda’s life exceptional—it’s all that he has experi-
enced in his 93 years and the inner fortitude with
which he has faced those experiences. 

T he fourth of nine children born to Japanese im-
migrants, Noda grew up on his family’s grape

farm in rural California. “He was really the golden
guy in that community,” says Kesaya of her dad, “be-
cause he had so much drive. Oh, my god, my dad
had drive!” For example, Noda was a Boy Scout;
became an Eagle Scout, the highest rank; then
achieved Bronze Palm status, which required an ad-
ditional five merit badges. “It was a huge deal,” Ke-
saya explains. “HU-UGE!” Lafayette was also vale-
dictorian of his high school class.
“I have to admit that I did try to work hard . . .

please the parents,” says Lafayette. His parents ex-
pressed their high hopes for their four sons by nam-
ing them after important figures in American his-
tory: Andrew, the oldest, for Andrew Jackson;
Lafayette for Marquis de Lafayette; Patrick for
Patrick Henry; and Grant for Ulysses Grant.  (Only
one of their five daughters received a historical
name, however; Harriet, the youngest, was named
for Harriet Beecher Stowe.) 
Lafayette did go on to please his parents and to

become a kind of hometown hero. He earned an

‘

Hardy Stock

This Summer issue feature on aging, especially the psychological aspects of ag-
ing well, drew a couple of responses from readers—including one correction.
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Science, with a side of conscience
I’m an adjunct professor in the
Department of Earth Sciences at
Dartmouth College, though I’m
based in Guatemala. 
I first encountered your mag-

azine at the home of a colleague
—geologist Dick Birnie, a pro-
fessor at Dartmouth College and
also a longtime cancer patient of
yours. I have found it an excel-
lent publication, especially in its
portrayal of Dartmouth’s efforts
to make physicians think as sci-
entists and not plumbers. 
I now urge your magazine on

any physicians I encounter if I
feel they have a scientific bent
and a sign of a social conscience,
as so well illustrated by your
magazine. Saludos! 

Samuel Bonis
Guatemala

Making a dent in dental health
I read with great enthusiasm Jen-
nifer Durgin’s well-written arti-
cle on dental health in your
Summer issue (“Physicians sink
their teeth into dental care”—
see dartmed.dartmouth.edu/su09/v02).
I wanted to make your readers

aware of some other local efforts
to prevent oral disease.
Alice Peck Day Hospital in

Lebanon, through Nancy Du-
Mont’s efforts, has been support-
ing a fissure sealant program in
elementary schools in Lebanon,
Enfield, and Canaan, N.H., for
several years. The Londonderry
area of the state also has a well-
run program, and I’m sure there
are others I’m not aware of.
Northern New Hampshire

and Vermont clearly can be bet-
ter served, and I salute those

LETTERS

Ken-ya send me a back issue?
Thank you for your good work
covering a variety of national
and international medical and
health topics. I always enjoy
reading  Dartmouth Medicine.
Could you tell me in which

recent issue you featured a story
about the brothers who are Dart-
mouth graduates from Kenya and
are now in medical school at
Vanderbilt? They built a clinic in
Kenya with support from the
Dartmouth community. I would
like to give information about
the clinic to a family physician
friend who hopes to volunteer in
Africa soon. If you have an extra
copy of the issue with this arti-
cle, I would surely appreciate one
to pass on to my friend.

Maj StormoGipson, M.D.  
DMS ’82

Coeur d’Alene, Idaho

We’re always glad to provide read-
ers who recall an article with a hard
copy of the issue, if we have one,
or a link to the story in our online
edition. The article (pictured below)

about the brothers from Kenya is at
dartmed.dartmouth.edu/w08/v01.

Here’s to a good SPORT 
I am one of the 1,000 or so sub-
jects in SPORT [the Dartmouth-
led Spine Patient Outcomes Re-
search Trial; see page 7 for the
study’s latest findings]. I had con-
stant pain, numbness, weakness,
and muscle degeneration on my
left side below my waist and poor
urinary control. My doctor con-
sidered me a classic candidate for
surgery but suggested I first check
out nonsurgical treatments. He
mentioned Dartmouth’s Dr.
Weinstein, so I contacted y’all
and got into a study.
I’m happy to report that four

years later I am just about pain-
and impairment-free! No sur -
gery, no drugs. I had one serious
relapse (I overdid it on post-hur-
ricane cleanup, got dehydrated
during a week of heat due to no
electricity, and skipped too many
exercises for too long) but after
six more weeks of physical ther-
apy, daily ibuprofen, and a return
to my exercise program, I am
back to zero on the pain level.
Now I’m off ibuprofen, sleep-

ing all night, staying hydrated,
and stretching, exercising, and
avoiding activities that put strain

on my lower back. And no ob-
fuscating insurance companies,
hospital-acquired multidrug-
 resistant infections, nor surgical
accidents to live with!
Again, thank y’all for provid-

ing such a great resource.
Miriam L. Davey
Baton Rouge, La.

Prescription for career success
I would like to congratulate Lau-
ra Hester for her research on opi-
oid use (see dartmed.dartmouth.edu/su
09/v01 and scroll to “A Painful
Conclusion”) and encourage her
in pursuing her career. I have
spent the last 20 years analyzing
state alcohol and other drug pre-
vention and treatment systems,
and studying emergency room
data to determine the extent of
drug-related admissions. 
As Laura documented, the

incidence of health problems re-
lated to the misuse and/or abuse
of prescription opioids is rising.
Hopefully, she can continue to
pursue research in this area as
she progresses through her career
in epidemiology. I wish her con-
tinued success in addressing this
emerging health problem.

Jeffery A. Hunter, M.P.H.
Dartmouth College ’75

Annandale, Va.

B e sure to tell us when you move!
To keep getting the magazine if

your address changes, tear off the
back cover, write your new address
next to the old one, and mail it to:
Dartmouth Medicine, 1 Medical    
Center  Drive (HB 7070), Lebanon, NH 03756. Our mailing list
is drawn from seven separate databases, so it’s helpful if you send
the actual cover or a copy of it. If that’s not possible, please in-
clude both your old and new address. And if you receive more
than one copy of the magazine, it’s because of those seven data -
bases (which are in different formats, so they can’t be automati-
cally “de-duped”). But we are happy to eliminate duplications—
just send us the address panels from all the copies you receive. 

continued on page 61
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people here at Dartmouth
who’ve been willing to . . . be-
lieve [in] us,” agrees Fred, now a
third-year medical student at
Vanderbilt. “It’s a powerful thing
to have these special people sur-
round you.”
When the time came to paint

the clinic’s roof, choosing green
“was just natural” due to all the
Dartmouth involvement, says
Milton. A Hanover, N.H.-based
nonprofit called the Lwala Com-
munity Alliance now supports
the clinic (see lwalacommunityalliance.
org). Its director is Joel Wickre,
DC ’03, and its president is Dr.
William Young, a retired DHMC
ob-gyn who met Milton on the
2001 Nicaragua trip. The Young
family has hosted the brothers in
their home many times.

Baby: On a trip back to Kenya
during their 2007-08 Christmas
vacation, Milton, Fred, and their
sister Flo, then in nursing school,
delivered a breech baby at the
Lwala clinic. Fred read instruc-
tions from a textbook while an
obstetrician—a parent of a Dart-
mouth student—coached the
trio over the phone. “That’s the
most scared I’ve ever been in my
whole life,” says Milton, “know-
ing that for that lady, she felt
that Fred and I and Flo . . . were
her only source of hope at that
moment.” Most amazing, how-
ever, is not that the siblings de-
livered the baby successfully, but
that the infant is the grand-
daughter of the woman who died
in the wheelbarrow. 
Thanks to the clinic, the sons

and daughters of Lwala can now
receive health care where they
need it—in their own village.

Katherine Vonderhaar

raised from a DMS event called
Dance for a Dream—organized
by Shailvi Gupta, DMS ’10—
and from gifts given in memory
of Deborah Miller, a DHMC
nurse-midwife who died in a car
accident in 2008.
Dr. Peter Wright, a DMS ’65

and a pediatric infectious disease
specialist who came to Dart-
mouth from Vanderbilt in 2007,
has been an advisor to the broth-
ers. Others have built clinics in

resource-poor
p l a c e s ,  b u t
Wright  says
“it’s absolutely

unique to do in the context of
being medical students.” 
Milton acknowledges that

balancing medical school with
overseeing the construction and
operation of the clinic “has been
a big, big challenge.” But “know-
ing that I have a whole network
of people who are willing to help
has been a great source of com-
fort,” he adds. Milton is now a
first-year resident at Barnes-Jew-
ish Hospital in St. Louis. 
“We’ve met so many special

ing and construction efforts over
the next two years are featured
in an award-winning documen-
tary film, Sons of Lwala, which
had its New England premiere at
Dartmouth in October. 

Funds: Many people—includ-
ing singer Bruce Springsteen,
former U.S. Senator Dr. Bill Frist
(R-Tenn.), and students of all
ages—have helped to raise funds
for the clinic.
It is now pro-
viding primary,
maternal, pedi-
atric, and HIV/AIDS care to
Lwala’s 1,500 residents, as well as
to thousands of people in the sur-
rounding area; 85% of patients
receive care at no charge.
In a locale where once a preg-

nant woman died in a wheelbar-
row as she was being pushed to
the distant hospital, 31 babies
have been born in the new clin-
ic. Construction has now begun
on a new building for maternity
care and HIV/AIDS treatment,
thanks to approximately $30,000

W hen the people of Lwala,
Kenya, sold their cows,

goats, and chickens to raise $900
for one of their “sons” to fly to
the U.S. to attend Dartmouth
College, they couldn’t have an-
ticipated how he’d repay their
faith in him. 
In 2007, that “son”—Milton

Ochieng’, DC ’04—and his
brother Fred, DC ’05, opened
Lwala’s first clinic, which has
since provided health care to
25,000 patients. The Ochieng’
brothers (there’s an apostrophe
at the end of their name in their
native language, Dholuo) estab-
lished the clinic while attending
medical school in the U.S. 

Walk: The young men built
the clinic to honor their parents,
who died of AIDS—their moth-
er in 2004 and their father in
2005. They wanted to fulfill
their father’s dream that isolated
Lwala—a six-hour walk from the
nearest hospital—would some-
day have its own health-care fa-
cility. Milton first realized it
might be possible to build a clin-
ic when he helped other Dart-
mouth students build one in
Nicaragua on a trip with Dart-
mouth’s Tucker Foundation in
2001. The experience “gave me
the inspiration that made me
think, ‘Boy, I could actually do
this in Kenya,’” says Milton. 
After graduating from Dart-

mouth, the brothers enrolled in
Vanderbilt University School of
Medicine in Nashville, Tenn. In
the summer after his first year,
Milton returned to Lwala and
began to build a clinic with the
help of his village. The fund-rais-

Bringing a bit of green, and hope, to Kenya

The village of Lwala is a six-hour

walk from the nearest hospital.

Wearing Dartmouth t-shirts, Milton Ochieng’ (left) and Joel Wickre (right), cele-
brated the 2007 opening of the appropriately green-roofed clinic in Lwala, Kenya.

GOING FOR THE GOAL: Dr. Tommy Clark, DC ’92 and DMS ’01,
was the main speaker at this year’s Dartmouth Convocation. 
He founded Grassroot Soccer, a nonprofit that uses professional

soccer players to help prevent AIDS among children in Africa.

A DMS alum enjoyed this story about
a clinic in Kenya that was founded by
a pair of Dartmouth College alums.



fore returning to their classrooms after recess.
Clearly there is a lot more that could be

done in integrating sound oral health prac-
tices into the school day. And the science
has changed markedly in recent years, so it
would be great if those who wish to expand
dental prevention into other parts of the
health-care system would be willing to learn
about current best practices. There’s even
now a lollipop containing a natural extract of
licorice root that kills Streptococcus mutans,
the main bug that causes cavities! 

This is an important matter, since total
health can’t be attained without dental
health as well.

Thanks for the great magazine. It is one of
the few that I read cover to cover!

Robert C. Keene, D.M.D.
Etna, N.H.

Keene is an adjunct associate professor of anato-
my at Dartmouth Medical School.

Resident reader
As a former anesthesiology resident at
DHMC, I always enjoy the timely topics and
well-written stories that you offer quarterly in
Dartmouth Medicine. My parents, who are
located in the Philadelphia, Pa., area, also
enjoy the magazine when I am able to share
it with them. I would appreciate a subscrip-
tion for them so they won’t miss anything in
the future. My sincere thanks.

Cynthia M.E. Taber, M.D.
Keller, Texas

We are happy to add to our mailing list anyone
interested in the subjects covered in the maga-
zine. See the box on page 21 for details.
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family physicians who are stepping forward
in their practices to focus on oral health.

My involvement in school-based dental
health programs goes back to 1969, when
Anne Segal, a teacher at Hanover’s Ray El-
ementary School and a former patient of
mine, agreed to oversee a pilot project by get-
ting her fourth-graders to dry-brush daily. 

From there, in 1970 and 1975, I took the
program model to three elementary schools
in Korea, with the help of Dr. Jim Gold of
Thetford, Vt., and Dr. John Sibley of Etna,
N.H. The program there involved not only
the classroom teachers but also high school
health aides who learned how to make fluo-
ride rinses and then helped supervise the
children as they dry-brushed every day and
then rinsed with and spit out the fluoride be-
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